REVOLUTION AND PROTEST ONLINE
Expertly curated multimedia collection gives context
to world-changing events
Throughout history, revolution and protest movements have demanded the world’s
attention and driven political and social change. To understand the impact and aftermath
of these events, it’s imperative to shine a historical lens on the ideologies, origins, goals and
stakeholders that drove them.
Curated in collaboration with faculty experts,
Revolution and Protest Online focuses on both wellknown and lesser-known independence movements,
as well as labor movements, gender revolutions,
student movements, nonviolent revolutions, guerilla
movements and protest art. The accounts are
presented to show each movement’s origins, goals,
methods, accomplishments and setbacks.

REVOLUTION AND PROTEST ONLINE IS
COMPRISED OF MULTIMEDIA MATERIALS
INCLUDING 175 HOURS OF VIDEO, 1,000
IMAGES AND 100,000 PAGES OF PRIMARY,
ARCHIVAL, AND CONTEXTUAL WORKS*.
The primary sources in Revolution and Protest Online
– including personal papers, documents, journals,
books, reports, videos, monographs, speeches
and more – enable students and researchers to
investigate how revolutions, protests, resistance and
social movements have shaped and transformed
the human experience globally from the 18th to
21st centuries. The collection also includes links to
websites that provide background for the curated
primary sources and documentaries.

*Counts represent Revolution & Protest Online at product completion.
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CONTENT HIGHLIGHTS
•

•

National Archives, Kew: 30 collections selected
by curators, documenting major and lesser
known revolutionary movements from the 18th
to 21th century
University of London: Latin American pamphlets
documenting revolutionary movements in the
second half of the 20th century

•

Institute for the Study of Diplomacy,
Georgetown University: eight cases, including
student guides to the Cuban Revolution, Iranian
Revolution, Nicaragua, Indonesia and the
Arab Spring

•

WGBH Educational Foundation: Activist
video testimonials with both conservative and
liberal perspectives

•

Bridgeman Images and selections of books from
Cambridge UP, Columbia UP, Cornell UP, Lynne
Rienner Publishers, Indiana UP and more

30+ KEY THEMES COVERED
Organized by more than 30 thematic units
– selected for their prevalence in syllabi and
curriculum – the collection helps researchers
compare the same issue in different contexts.

A FEW HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Revolution of 1776
Arab Spring
Chinese Communist Revolution, 1925-1949
The Civil Rights Movement
Cuban Revolutions of 1848 and 1953
Fédon’s Rebellion of 1795
Hungarian Revolution of 1956
India Civil Disobedience & Independence
Iranian Revolutions of 1953 & 1979
Russian Revolutions of 1905 & 1917
…and dozens of others

GET MORE DETAILS OR A FREE TRIAL:
https://alexanderstreet.com/products/revolution-and-protest-online
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